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Name of Activity LEARINING A SIGNAL LANGUAGE SONG: “Que canten los 
niños” (Let the children sing)

Occasion LAB4S.P.A.C.E. SPAIN March 2017.

Rationale Communication is the key to the understanding and respect 
between people. Hearing impaired children can also be able to 
communicate by using a different code: signal language.Learning 
it is an opportunity to understand and get on the skin of other 
people and the same time it is good fun, a part from quite useful in
case there are some people with this impair nearby.
On the other hand, music is an international good that unite and 
unify people.

Target Group Students from 6 to 12 years.

Content /Issues addressed The  theme  of  the  song  is  about  tolerance  and  peace  between
people, letting children to sing aloud encuarging adult to listen to
them. 

Aims and Objectives Learning a song together using another language. Making children
to feel part of a bigger group.

Methodology / Approaches Students learn a song in three ways:  listening the music , reading 
the lyrics and watching and learning the gests. The lyrics are about
tolerance and peace between people, especialy

Evaluation A part from the evaluation of the proccess, the students answer  
comprehension questions about both the literal and the deep 
meaning of the song. 

Replicability The activity can be worked by any other group of students of 
different ages.

Comments The activity had two different impacts. On in the students who 
prepared the song, sing together , using their voices and thsir 
hands, and feeling themselves as just one only voice. The other 
one was the impact in the audience that listend to the song in 
the theatre smarter while being able to communicate without 
using 


